
NEW! Sound System Limiter and Loudness Monitor Package from Fitness Audio

Introducing The Gov^nor®! Our Sound Pressure Limiter that puts the brakes on the 
loudness level and make it easier for Fitness Clubs, Function Centres, Shops, Pubs and 
Clubs comply with Occupational Health & Safety Laws regarding noise in the workplace - 
when that “noise” is pre-recorded music, with or without a fitness instructor or DJ 
shouting over the top of it.

Use it in the manual mode and set it up referencing a handheld SPL Meter 
for the noise level limit or link it up to it’s companion product The Trigger 

Loudness Monitor and have a 24/7 control over how loud the sound system 
will play irrespective of whether the room is full of bodies or just with a few.

The Gov^nor’s  front panel features an attractive Green to Yellow to Red Left 
& Right LED Bar display that gives a visual indication of how loud the system 
is playing to the operator and once set up and locked up there’s nothing else 
to touch apart from the power on/off switch.

The 4 controls on the back are protected by a security panel that can be set 
and sealed with wire seals against tampering.!

The Trigger repeats the twin bar display but will be mounted on a wall 
between speakers in either a vertical or horizontal position to show the 
Loudness Level in the room from 79dB to 109dB in 3dB steps using either “A” or “C” 
weighting.

Let The Gov^nor® and! The Trigger™ keep a lid on the upper loudness level of your 
sound systems. They can be supplied and installed individually as stand alone products 
but will work best for you when linked together with a run of CAT 5 Cable.

Fitness Audio SPL2.2 The Gov^nor Sound Pressure Limiter and The Trigger LM-30 

Loudness Monitor are distributed around Europe by Knud Danielsen A/S Denmark 
www.fitnessaudio.dk - in the Americas by Fitness Audio, LLC Santa Cruz, Ca. 
www.fitaud.com - and to the rest of the world by 
Fitness Audio Distributors, Sydney, Australia 
www.fitnessaudio.net.au
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